
AFFIDAVIT

I, Hector Villarreal, being duly sworn, depose and state the following:

Experience and Trainine

1. I am a Special Agent (SA) of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Office of

Inspector General (DIG) and have been so employed for the past year. I was previously a SA

with the U.S. Department of State, Diplomatic Security Service for five years. Prior to

becoming a SA, I was an Drug Intelligence Analyst assigned at the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) in Houston, Texas. My primary duties involve the investigations of

violations ofTitle 18 of the United States Code. I have participated in investigations involving

public corruption, drug trafficking, alien smuggling, passport and visa fraud, and other white

collar crimes. I am currently assigned to the DHS 010 Houston Field Office investigating

allegations of employee misconduct and public corruption. Thave experience in conducting

surveillance, analyzing telephone records, interviewing witnesses, conducting undercover

investigations, executing search and arrest warrants, and other investigative techniques. I have

received specialized training in complex investigations utilizing wire interceptions. I have

participated in investigations in which court-authorized wire interceptions were utilized. The

investigations in which I participated resulted in the arrest, prosecution, and conviction of

individuals who have transported and distributed narcotics. In addition, I have conducted, in

connection with these and other cases, follow-up investigations concerning the concealment of

assets, money, and the identification of co-conspirators through the use of telephone records and

bills and photographs.

2. I am familiar with the ways in which drug traffickers conduct their business,

including, but not limited to, their methods of transporting and distributing narcotics, their use of



traditional cellular telephones, direct connect cellular telephones, digital display paging devices,

and their use ofnumerical codes and code words to conduct transactions.

3. As a result ofmy training and experience, I am familiar with how various drugs are

used and the typical distribution and trafficking methods used by drug dealers and traffickers. In

addition, I am also familiar with the typical methods used by traffickers to "courier" and

clandestinely transport controlled substances through airports and by common carriers such as

the U.S. mail, small parcel carriers, and freight services. Based on my experience, I know that

drug dealers frequently use cellular telephones and pagers to contact each other and/or their co-

conspirators to arrange for the collection of the proceeds from the sale of narcotics.

4. My awareness of these drug trafficking practices, as well as my knowledge of drug

use and distribution techniques as set forth in this Affidavit, arise from the following:

a) my own involvement in prior drug investigations and searches during my

career as a law enforcement officer, as previously described;

b) my involvement on a number of occasions in debriefing confidential sources

and cooperating defendants in prior drug investigations, as well as what other agents and police

officers have advised me when relating the substance of their similar debriefings and the results

of their own drug investigations; and

c) other intelligence information provided through law enforcement channels.

Persons to be arrested

5. I make this affidavit in support of a criminal complaint and arrest warrants for the

following persons:

Shawn R. Nguyen
and

Burlie L. Sholar
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Probable Cause

6. I am participating in an investigation involving SHAWN RAY NGUYEN (NGUYEN)

and BURLIE L. SHOLAR (SHOLAR), which is being jointly conducted by Special Agents of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS),

Office of Inspector General (OIG). NGUYEN and SHOLAR are both Federal Air Marshals.

7. On or about November 21,2005, DHS OIG received infonnation from a cooperating

witness (CW), regarding NGUYEN. The CW said he/she was introduced to NGUYEN in

February 2005. The two became friends, and NGUYEN informed the CW he was currently a

Federal Air Marshal (FAM), proving this by showing the CW his credentials. Prior to his

employment as a FAM, NGUYEN informed the CW that he was an agent employed by the Drug

Enforcement Agency (DEA). Based on my investigation, I determined that NGUYEN was

employed by the DEA from 1997 until 2002.

8. NGUYEN told the CW he knew of his/her acquaintance with a narcotics trafficker as

well as the CW's involvement in credit card fraud in the mid-1990's. When the CW inquired as

to how NGUYEN obtained this knowledge, NGUYEN told himlher that the feds have a thick file

on you. Soon after this incident, NGUYEN provided $2,000 to the CW to invest in a narcotics

transaction, with the caveat that he did not want to know about the specifics of the transaction or

any of the other persons involved. The CW subsequently realized a profit of $1 ,000 on the

transaction, which he/she provided to NGUYEN.

9. In or about September 2005, NGUYEN gave the CW $7,500 to invest in narcotics

transactions, telling the CW he wanted to realize a return of approximately $3,000. The
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narcotics transactions were not completed and the CW was not able to return NGUYEN's $7,500

investment.

10. On or about December 13,2005, the CW telephoned NGUYEN. During the

telephone conversation NGUYEN talked about the money owed to him by the CWo In the same

conversation the CW and NGUYEN agreed to meet at a restaurant in Houston, Texas. During

the recorded conversation, NGUYEN acknowledged his participation in drug trafficking with the

CWo NGUYEN stated that he was willing to participate in future drug trafficking. The CW

informed NGUYEN ofan opportunity to transport drug proceeds to South Texas. NGUYEN

boasted that he could use his position as a Federal Air Marshal (FAM) to bypass airport security

with the drug proceeds. NGUYEN continued by stating that he could also transport drugs to any

city.

II. On or about December 17, 2005, the CW and NGUYEN met and discussed

transporting a package with approximately $15,000 and several fraudulent identity documents to

McAllen, Texas. NGUYEN agreed to assist the CW with bypassing airport security with the

package as long as he received the money owed to him by the CW.

12. On or about December 19,2005, the CW telephoned NGUYEN. During the

telephone conversation, the CW told NGUYEN he/she will have the money owed to NGUYEN

on the following day, but he/she will need to get the package around airport security at Houston

Intercontinental Airport. NGUYEN told the CW that he is the only one that can bypass security.

13. On or about December 20,2005, the CW received a series of telephone calls from

NGUYEN. The CW and NGUYEN attempted to coordinate a time to meet at the airport for

NGUYEN to bypass airport security with approximately $15,000 and several fraudulent identity
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documents. Later on the aforementioned date, the CW telephoned NGUYEN and postponed the

transportation of the money and the fraudulent identity documents until the following day.

14. On or about December 21,2005, at approximately 2:00 p.m., the CW and NGUYEN

met at Bush Intercontinental Airport, Houston, Texas, Terminal "C." The CW delivered a

package containing $25,000 and various identity documents to NGUYEN on the "non-secure"

side of terminal "C". The CW told NGUYEN that the package contained one envelope with

$10,000 and one envelope with $15,000. The CW told NGUYEN that the envelope with a check

mark contained the $10,000 the CW owed to NGUYEN. At approximately 2:30 p.m. on the

aforementioned date, a law enforcement agent witnessed NGUYEN enter the secure side of

Terminal ~~CH through the un-screened Law Enforcement Officer (LEO) entrance. The CW went

through the regular Transportation Security Administration (TSA) screening and entered the

secure side ofTerminal "C." On the secure side ofTerminal "C," NGUYEN returned the

package to the CWo At approximately 3:15 p.m., the CW boarded Continental flight 3055 to

McAllen, Texas. In McAllen, the package was inspected by law enforcement and all contents,

except for the $10,000 owed to NGUYEN, were in the package.

15. On December 28, 2005, the CW met with NGUYEN at NGUYEN's residence in

Houston, Texas. During the meeting NGUYEN advised that his ''boy,'' named "Burlie," was

willing to assist with a separate transaction involving the smuggling ofcash to Houston, Texas,

from Maui, Hawaii. Using U.S. Government personnel records, law enforcement determined

that an individual named Burlie SHOLAR, date of birth August 4, 1973, is assigned as a FAM in

Houston, Texas. NGUYEN also asked the CW try on a vest in which he said the CW could hide

the money.
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16. On December 29, 2005, NGUYEN asked the CW to arrange two deals to transport

proceeds from narcotics, in order to finance NGUYEN's trip to Hawaii. The CW later contacted

NGUYEN and informed him that he/she was able to arrange two transactions: one for the

transportation of the proceeds from drugs and another for the transportation of drugs. On

January 3,2006, NGUYEN told the CW that he was ready to do the deals.

17. On January 4, 2006, the CW reported that NGUYEN contacted him/her requesting a

meeting. At approximately 6:02 p.m., CW placed a telephone call to NGUYEN. NGUYEN and

the CW agreed to meet at a restaurant in Houston, Texas. During the meeting, NGUYEN stated,

uMan, ifhe needs this shit to New York, to Miami, Chicago... I don't care what's in the mother

fucking package. You know what I mean, just tell me how much it is and what I'm getting in

money." During the meeting, NGUYEN agreed to transport cocaine throughout the United

States for a fee of $5,000 to $7,000 per kilogram. In asking for that price, NGUYEN explained

UI ain't being greedy, I've done this shit before. The key in Vegas is going to make him some

money." Based on my training and experience, I know that "key" refers to a kilogram of

cocaine. NGUYEN further advised that "I'm the man with the golden badge."

18. On January 6, 2006, NGUYEN telephoned the CW to verify that the transaction was

still going to happen. The CW told NGUYEN that he/she would be waiting at a restaurant

located on John F. Kennedy Boulevard in Houston, Texas. Law enforcement provided the CW

with a laptop bag containing two kilograms of cocaine and $12,000, and he was instructed to

wait for NGUYEN at the restaurant. Shortly thereafter, NGUYEN arrived. The CW, holding

the bag ofcocaine and money, entered NGUYEN's vehicle and they drove to Bush

Intercontinental Airport in Houston, Texas. The CW told NGUYEN he/she had negotiated a

price of $6,000 per kilogram to transport the cocaine to Las Vegas, Nevada. NGUYEN and the
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CW previously agreed to split the payment equally. After arriving at the airport, NGUYEN

entered the secure side of the terminal through the unscreened LEO entrance, while carrying the

bag provided by the CW. The CW entered the secure side of the terminal through regular TSA

screening. On the secure side of the terminal, NGUYEN and the CW met at a predetermined

location, where NGUYEN returned the bag to the CW and took an envelope containing $6,000

as payment for bypassing airport security with the drugs. After NGUYEN left, the CW

transferred the cocaine and $6,000 to law enforcement prior to departing for Las Vegas. After

returning the cocaine to the CW on the secure side of the airport, NGUYEN called the CW and

warned him that two "white boys" were following him (NGUYEN). At approximately 5:00 p.m.

P.S.T., the CW placed a telephone call to NGUYEN, who said that he noticed a person he

recognized at the Starbucks Coffee Shop at the airport. NGUYEN told the CW that he made

some calls on the way home after leaving the airport and learned that the person he recognized is

on "a group that follows people."

19. On January 9,2006, at approximately 8:30 p.m., the CW met with NGUYEN in the

parking lot ofa restaurant in Houston, Texas. NGUYEN told the CW, "this is between you and

me, if you say anything I will put you to sleep; I swear to God." NGUYEN told the CW that if

they are only going to transport drugs once a week he did not want to do it. NGUYEN said,

"We've got to be doing this shit two or three times a week." The CW said that NGUYEN told

him/her that his "boy" (CW advised that "boy" referred to a second FAM) was involved in a

Hawaii money laundering transaction. NGUYEN told the CW, "your going to get ten," for

helping with the Hawaii deal. NGUYEN said, "I'm down with you... I'll kill for you."

NGUYEN also said, " ...we carry a gun and a badge."
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20. On January 18, 2006, at approximately 8:30 p.m., the CW received a telephone call

from NGUYEN. The CW and NGUYEN discussed the transportation of eight kilograms of

cocaine through the airport. The CW asked if a second FAM could help transport the cocaine

because of the quantity involved. NGUYEN asked, "[i]fits that big, that big why don't the

mother fucker just break that shit up in two weeks?" NGUYEN also advised that eight

kilograms was not considered a large quantity. NGUYEN told the CW that if they continue

transporting drugs he can't quit his job. NGUYEN said ~' ... if we are going to keep doing this

shit, I can't quit anyway." NGUYEN stated that he considered twenty kilograms a large

shipment. NGUYEN asked, "we had two the other day, right?" NGUYEN said, "I don't need to

bring this other cat, this other cat is always going to be there, but if we can do it ourselves, I'm

not going pull him in."

21. On January 19,2006 at approximately 7:30p.m., the CW received a telephone call

from NGUYEN. The CW and NGUYEN discussed the use ofa second FAM. This call was not

recorded.

22. On January 22,2006 at approximately 4:30 p.m., the CW received a telephone call

from NGUYEN. NGUYEN informed the CW that the second FAM could be utilized to help

transport the cocaine. This call was not recorded.

23. On January 24, 2006, at approximately 8:05 p.m., the CW placed a telephone call to

NGUYEN. The CW told NGUYEN that a deal was ready for the following week and asked if

NGUYEN had his ~'boy" ready. NGUYEN said, ')ust give me a definite date so I can coordinate

it. .." The CW and NGUYEN discussed using a second FAM. NGUYEN told the CW he would

need a few days advance notice prior to the shipment of the cocaine. NGUYEN told the CW if

he left the Federal Air Marshals then they could utilize his ~'boy" (CW advised that "boy"
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referred to a second FAM). NGUYEN told the CW that the second FAM's next days off were

Monday and Tuesday (January 30th and 31 51
). A search through DHS records revealed BURLIE

SHOLAR'S next scheduled days off were January 30 - 31, 2006.

24. On January 28, 2006, the CW and NGUYEN met at a restaurant in Houston, Texas.

NGUYEN and the CW discussed the transportation of fifteen kilograms ofcocaine from

Houston to Las Vegas, Nevada. NGUYEN asked, "So me and this motherfucker got to carry,

what, seven apiece ... We gonna split this thing three ways, right?" The CW informed

NGUYEN that the transportation fee was $4,500 per kilogram. NGUYEN stated he wanted the

CW to deliver the cocaine to his house the night before their departure to Las Vegas.

25. On January 29, 2006, the CW telephoned NGUYEN. NGUYEN requested that the

CW try to renegotiate to $5,000 per kilogram. NGUYEN stated that his "boy" would not do it

for less than $5,000 per kilogram. NGUYEN inquired whether the CW thought he could

negotiate $5,000 per kilogram. NGUYEN said, "forty-five to me is good, but home boy he is

like tripping, so it might have to come off the top of mine." NGUYEN stated if the CW could

not successfully negotiate the increased amount he would pay the additional amount from his

share. NGUYEN informed the CW that he/she would have the opportunity to meet his "boy" the

night he/she delivered the cocaine.

26. On January 30, 2006, at approximately 9:00 p.m. the CW telephoned NGUYEN.

They discussed arrangements to meet and deliver 15 kilograms ofcocaine. NGUYEN stated, "I

just got to get that shit from you... then I got to call my guy..." NGUYEN refused to allow the

CW to meet with SHOLAR (his "boy") at that time. In a second telephone call between

NGUYEN and the CW, NGUYEN asked, "I just want to make sure you are going to package up

the laptop....they are going to be in a carry-on right." NGUYEN asked, "there are going to be
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two of them right?n The CW indicated that there would be two. The CW subsequently advised

NGUYEN that the cocaine had not yet arrived in Houston from McAllen.

27. During several of the aforementioned conversations, NGUYEN stated that his "boy"

would be off duty on Monday, January 30, 2006, and Tuesday, January 31, 2006.

28. On January 31, 2006, at approximately 10:43 p.m., the CW telephoned NGUYEN

and advised NGUYEN that the shipment ofcocaine was delayed. NGUYEN offered to fly the

cocaine directly from McAllen, Texas, to Las Vegas, Nevada. NGUYEN told the CW "[i]fit

come through tomorrow [Wednesday, February 01,2006] we can do it, ifit comes after

tomorrow we can't do it. I was hoping something come through for me first of the month."

NGUYEN further stated, "Dude I'm ready to go whenever... My only problem is this, is it's my

boy, know what I mean... If I tell home boy to be down tomorrow, and it doesn't go down, I got

to give him something."

29. On February 1, 2006, at approximately 11 :38 a.m., the CW telephoned NGUYEN.

NGUYEN told the CW that his "boy" was off on Monday and Tuesday and that his "boy" took

off today and is just sitting at horne waiting for NGUYEN to contact him. NGUYEN asked the

CW to get together to discuss the deal since they weren't going to do the deal today as planned.

NGUYEN stated CW's supplier would need to pay NGUYEN and his "boy" more money if they

had to fly to McAllen to get the drugs and then fly them to where they need to go. NGUYEN

told the CW that "Monday would be great, but if it's Tuesday, then he'll have to take Wednesday

off as well so he can stay overnight."

30. On February 6, 2006, at 1: 11 p.m, NGUYEN called the CW and the CW heard

NGUYEN saying in the background that it's a done deal.
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31. On February 6,2006, at 5:13 p.m, NGUYEN called the CW and told the CW he

wanted to meet tonight at 8:00 or 8:30 p.m. NGUYEN said that he had the ticket. NGUYEN said

that he was in therapy so he could go back to work. NGUYEN said the CW should want him to

go back to work. NGUYEN said he had everything ready but wanted to know what he/she (CW)

thinks.

32. On February 6, 2006, at 5:21 p.m., NGUYEN called a third party, and asked for

investment advice because he was going to receive $25,000 next week and another $25,000 a

few weeks later from his grandfather.

33. On February 6, 2006, at 5:55 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR's voice mail and said

that he had a meeting tonight with his "boy" and needed to talk to SHOLAR.

34. On February 6, 2006, at 6:55 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and asked if

SHOLAR was still okay with taking offon Wednesday. SHOLAR said yes. NGUYEN told

SHOLAR he was meeting with the guy at 8:00 p.m. NGUYEN asked whether SHOLAR was

going to see the doctor on Wednesday morning.

35. On February 6, 2006, at approximately 8:00p.m., the CW met with NGUYEN at

NGUYEN's residence. NGUYEN infonned the CW that he and his "boy" must receive the

money up front or no deal.

36. On February 7, 2006, at approximately 5:54 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

stated that they needed to meet and that it won't be a long conversation. NGUYEN said it just

needs to be in person.

37. On February 7, 2006, at approximately 5:56 p.m., NGUYEN called the CW and

asked if the deal is still on for the following day. NGUYEN asked what time are you going to

bring me the "desktop?" Nguyen said he is leaving town as soon as he gets it.
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38. On February 7, 2006, the CW called NGUYEN at 7:43 p.m. The CW told NGUYEN

that he met with hislher source who is reluctant to give NGUYEN all the stuff and the money up

front. NGUYEN told the CW that he was not going to take "shit" without getting paid up front.

NGUYEN said he had proven himself three times.

39. On February 7,2006, at approximately 8:42 p.m., NGUYEN called the CW and said

he just got off the telephone with his boy, (referring to SHOLAR), who has the plane ticket,

hotel and was asking if everything is "straight." NGUYEN told the CW that his boy called in

sick and did not want to be seen by his boss. NGUYEN and the CW agreed that they were not

comfortable working with others. NGUYEN said if the CW's contact wants to move 15 or 20

they would have to work with others. I know from my training and experience that NGUYEN is

referring to trafficking large quantities ofcocaine.

40. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 11 :54 a.m., the CW told NGUYEN that he

talked to his source and the cash is over there and he is looking for another way to do it.

NGUYEN said if the cash is over there then it has to be brought back. NGUYEN told the CW

he had to pay his boy, (referring to SHOLAR), up front. NGUYEN and the CW discussed the

price for transporting the kilograms of cocaine. NGUYEN said that his boy is going to help get

the "shit" out there and then he will be out of the picture.

41. On February 8,2006, at approximately 2:18 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

told him there was no need to meet because he did not have anything yet. NGUYEN told

SHOLAR to start looking for flights. SHOLAR indicated he was ready to go.

42. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 4:37p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

asked him where he was. NGUYEN asked SHOLAR ifhe checked on the flight reservations out
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of Houston Hobby Airport. NGUYEN told SHOLAR to get a flight for one or two o'clock.

NGUYEN said that he (the CW) is supposed to be at his place around 9:00 tonight.

43. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 10:00 p.m., the CW and NGUYEN met at

NGUYEN's residence in Houston, Texas. The CW told NGUYEN that the kilograms ofcocaine

will be in Houston in the early morning and that CW's source will give him $15,000 up front.

The CW advised that NGUYEN said that is fine and his cousin "Lorenzo" will pay the additional

$10,000 to give to his boy (referring to SHOLAR). The CW said that NGUYEN instructed

himlher to have the kilograms at NGUYEN's residence by 9:00 a.m.

44. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 10:00 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

told SHOLAR to get the tickets. NGUYEN stated that "he" is bringing the "shit" tomorrow at

10:00 a.m. NGUYEN said he just had a meeting with him (referring to the CW) and that he just

left. NGUYEN told SHOLAR that he wanted SHOLAR to be there at a certain time so they can

inspect the stuff. NGUYEN told SHOLAR that he has done this many times and there are things

that need to be done. SHOLAR said that Continental flight 697 departed at 2:35 p.m. NGUYEN

told SHOLAR that they needed to be at the airport at 1:00 p.m. NGUYEN told SHOLAR to be at

his house at 11 :00 because he needs to look at the "bag" and come up with a game plan.

SHOLAR agreed to be at NGUYEN's residence at 11 :00 a.m.

45. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 8:55 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

said the flight was booked.

46. On February 8, 2006, at approximately 9: 17 p.m., SHOLAR called NGUYEN and

discussed seat assignments on return flights. NGUYEN stated he will see SHOLAR at around

II :00 a.m. SHOLAR said that it sounds good, and it's a done deal.
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47. On February 9,2006, at approximately 9:14 a.m., SHOLAR called NGUYEN and

stated that he booked a room at the Emerald Suites, a hotel in Las Vegas. NGUYEN told

SHOLAR he is trying to get SHOLAR into this game with him because he is his boy. SHOLAR

indicated all they have to do is give us a little bit up front next time to cover the costs. I know

based on my training and experience that SHOLAR is indicating his desire that in future

transactions the CW provide more money to NGUYEN and himself before they transport the

cocaine.

48. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 9:52 a.m., the CW called NGUYEN and told

him that he/she will be over in twenty to thirty minutes.

49. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 9:54 a.m., SHOLAR called NGUYEN and

said the flight is full. NGUYEN told SHOLAR the guy is coming over here with the "stuff."

50. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 10:05 a.m, NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

told him to book the 7:00 p.m. flight because it was open.

51. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 10:12 a.m., SHOLAR told NGUYEN that he

booked the 7:05 p.m. flight. NGUYEN talked about the boarding process and stated that they

may need to go up there and show them their "shields" to board early.

52. On February 9, 2006, prior to the CW meeting with NGUYEN, the DHS OIG and

FBI agents provided the CW with approximately 15 kilograms of cocaine contained in two black

carry-on suitcases and $15,000 in United States currency to provide to NGUYEN.

53. On February 9,2006, at approximately 10:55 a.m., a surveillance unit observed the

CW arrive at NGUYEN'S residence. At approximately 11 :00 a.m., the CW retrieved two black

suitcases from his/her vehicle and took them into the residence.
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54. On February 9,2006, at approximately 11:01 a.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

asked ifhe had the flight and hotel and if everything was good. SHOLAR said I will be at your

house at 4:00 p.m.

55. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 11 :09 a.m., the CW was observed departing

the residence without the two black suitcases in his/her vehicle.

56. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 11 :31 a.m., a surveillance unit observed

NGUYEN departing the residence driving a silver Infinity G-35.

57. On February 9,2006, at approximately 11 :49 a.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR and

informed him I've got everything already. I know based on my training and experience that

NGUYEN is referring to the fact that the cocaine had been delivered by the CWo NGUYEN told

SHOLAR he was meeting a buddy from DEA. NGUYEN said everything looks good.

NGUYEN said be there at 4:00 p.m. and I will show you the stuff. NGUYEN told SHOLAR

that they will ride together to the airport, and NGUYEN said he was not going to bring his

"piece." SHOLAR said he wasn't either.

58. On February 9,2006, at approximately 1:15 p.m., a physical surveillance unit

observed NGUYEN return to his residence.

59. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 2: 16 p.m., NGUYEN called SHOLAR.

SHOLAR stated I will be over in about forty minutes.

60. On February 9,2006, at approximately 3:37 p.m., a surveillance unit observed

SHOLAR arrive at NGUYEN's residence driving a red Ford F-150 pick-up.

61. On February 9, 2006, at approximately 4:30 p.m., NGUYEN and SHOLAR departed

NGUYEN's residence in SHOLAR's Ford F-150.
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62. On February 9,2006, at approximately 4:35 p.m., Deputies of the Harris County

Sheriffs Department executed a car stop and arrest ofNGUYEN and SHOLAR. SHOLAR was

found in possession of$5,000 of the marked U.S. Currency previously provided to NGUYEN by

theCW.

63. On February 9,2006, a search warrant executed on NGUYEN's residence revealed

the two black carry-on suitcases containing 15 kilograms ofcocaine and $9,342 of U.S.

currency.

64. On February 10, 2006, federal agents searched SHOLAR's Ford F-150 and found a

firearm and a container with various tablets. One of the tablets tested positive for 3,4

methylenedioxymethamphetamine, a Schedule I controlled substance.

(..c. \ .\.- r("
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Conclusion

64. Based upon the foregoing information, your affiant submits that probable cause

exists to believe that the defendants Shawn R. NGUYEN and Burlie L. SHOLAR violated Title

21, United States Code, Sections 84I(a)(1), 841 (b)(I)(A)(ii) and 846; by committing the offense

ofconspiring with each other to posses with intent to distribute 5 kilograms or more of a mixture

and substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine, a schedule II controlled substance.

Hi@?
Special Agent, Department of Homeland Security-OIG

Sworn to and subscribed before me this II th day of February, 2006.
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